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At BIMA, we take pride in creating 
authentic relationships with our sponsors. 
Together, we can craft a partnership around 
shared goals, vibrant events and genuine 
engagement, connecting your business 
to our culturally-savvy audience.

“ONE OF THE 15 
TOP SMALL TOWN 
ART MUSEUMS 
IN THE COUNTRY”
— TRAVEL + LEISURE (2023)
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OUR MISSION
BIMA inspires curiosity, wonder and 
understanding by connecting people with 
the contemporary art and craft of the  
Puget Sound region.

OUR VISION
Fueled by creativity and collaboration,  
BIMA commits to building a world where art 
is essential to thriving communities.

OUR VALUES

Growth, Learning & Discovery:  
We create visitor experiences that provide insight, 
knowledge and a shared understanding of ourselves 
as individuals and as a community.

Accountability & Stewardship:  
We value integrity, ethical responsibility, and 
sustainable practices for our people, our collection, 
our building, and our environment.

Transformation, Artistic Expression & Joy:  
We celebrate the empowerment, generosity, wisdom, 
illumination, excitement and optimism that art has 
the power to give.

Broad & Diverse Community Engagement:  
We collaborate with organizations and audiences to 
create cultural programs that reflect the diversity of 
our region and respect who is telling the story and 
whose story is being told.

Community Centered:  
We put community first and honor the 
resourcefulness, support, and courageous generosity 
of our community, members, donors, and guests.

To explore the right opportunity  
for your business, please contact:
Erin Ashley
Senior Manager, Fundraising & Sponsorship
Office - (206) 451-4013
Mobile - (425) 241-5854
ErinA@biartmuseum.org
www.biartmuseum.org/become-a-sponsor
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Since opening its LEED Gold certified building in 2013, BIMA has 
become the cultural living room for the local community, welcoming 
100,000 visitors annually . The Museum’s galleries, auditorium, BIMA 
Bistro, Museum Store, and plaza buzz with a loyal Island and Kitsap 
County audience and culturally curious visitors from throughout the 
region and world . 

Located a stone’s throw away from the Bainbridge Island ferry terminal, 
and at the first intersection after disembarking, BIMA is the gateway to 
Bainbridge Island and beyond . 

BIMA believes art is for everyone and is committed to provide  
free general admission to the Museum every day.A

bo
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In just its first 10 years, BIMA has 

         hosted 750,000+ guests
displayed 200+ exhibitions
   presented 2,500+ programs
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Exhibitions

Education

Public Programs

BIMA’s exhibitions feature recognized masters and 
emerging artists that are sure to leave you inspired 
by their striking work and thought-provoking 
themes . All of BIMA’s exhibitions change three times 
per year (that’s 15-20 new shows to experience 
annually!), so there is always something new and 
exciting to experience in the Museum’s galleries .

BIMA actively delivers its artistic vision through a 
variety of exhibitions and education, cultural, and 
community programs . The Museum’s Arts Growth 
Initiative focuses on advancing its multi-pronged 
educational program, including field trips for students 
throughout the region during the school day, hands-
on art projects for curious makers of all ages, summer 
camps, opportunities for adult learners, and Creative 
Aging programs, connecting seniors and vulnerable 
individuals through vibrant arts-based activities .

Audiences gather at BIMA more than 300 times per year 
to celebrate, remember, dance, engage in conversation, 
learn, share ideas, and listen at the Museum’s diverse 
programmatic offerings . Events vary from year-to-year 
depending on the themes BIMA is exploring . Annual 
favorites include the Within/Earshot Jazz Festival, the 
Untold Stories lecture series, a hugely popular Día de los 
Muertos celebration and ofrenda, year-round film programs, 
the Black History Month Soirée, First Fridays, and a month 
filled with Winter concerts, events, and holiday markets.
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Total visitors per year: ~100,000
Event attendees:
   • Ticketed events: ~6,300
   • Free events: ~10,000
Members: 1,300
General Email List: 24,000

Top 5 Hometownsof BIMA Members:
1 . Bainbridge Island
2 . Seattle
3 . Poulsbo
4 . Port Townsend
5 . Bremerton

“Our visitors cite cultural activities and attractions as one 
of their top two interests . Combine the excellence of BIMA 
with the unique experience of crossing Puget Sound on an 
iconic Washington State Ferry, not to mention the appeal 
of downtown Bainbridge Island, and you offer a compelling 
reason to make this part of any Seattle area itinerary .”

— Tracey Wickersham
       Visit Seattle, Senior Director of Cultural Tourism

Our Audience
Facebook Followers: 8,800
Instagram Followers: 6,300
Google Star Rating: 4.7
Trip Advisor Rating: 4.7
Yelp Rating : 4.5
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Key Constituent Groups

I’m interested in aligning 
my business with:
Local Audiences
Check out Community Programs including lectures, film, 
and concerts, Education Programs like Summer Camps, 
and Institutional Support opportunities including our highly 
regarded exhibitions .

Out-of-Town Audiences
Our Institutional Support opportunities like exhibitions and 
Community Programs, especially the Treasure Trek, get the 
widest reach .

Youth & Family Audiences
Explore our Education Programs and align with field trips 
or summer camps and think about connecting through our 
Community Programs which gather audiences of all ages .

Adult & Senior Audiences
Dive into our Community Programs, Institutional Support 
opportunities, and Education Programs like Creative Aging 
which connect with adults and seniors, particularly those 
experiencing memory loss, and their caregivers .

BIMA’s Loyal Supporters
Our Donor Programs and Institutional Support Opportunities 
like the BIMA Bash! are where you’ll find this well-educated, 
affluent, art-loving, and culturally curious group.

I WANT IT ALL!
Make your business BIMA’s exclusive 
Cornerstone Partner and reach all of the  
Museum’s audiences and get exclusive benefits!
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This exclusive partnership opportunity represents a year-round relationship and commitment 
to BIMA’s always-free museum admission, outstanding exhibitions, permanent and traveling 
collections, dynamic programs, panel talks, festivals, films and more.  With broad marketing 
reach throughout Kitsap and King counties, and 100,000 visitors annually, BIMA’s Cornerstone 
Partnership guarantees that your company’s brand will be associated with every program 
presented by BIMA, 365 days of the year.

This one-of-a-kind partnership provides compelling, engaging and consistent brand awareness 
for your company. Selecting a year-round partnership comes with year-round recognition for 
a philanthropic leader in our region. A company whose core values include the following will 
develop authentic connections with BIMA’s members, visitors, artists, and donors:

• Amplify the importance of the arts in a vibrant and thriving community.
• Demonstrate an unflagging commitment to diversity and equity.
• Prioritize accessible education and entertainment programs for all.
• Celebrate a platform for many voices and experiences.

Cornerstone 
Partnership
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CORNERSTONE PARTNER
RECOGNITION BENEFITS

Cornerstone Partnership
(1 available)

$100,000

Logo on BIMA’s homepage with link to your business X

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X

Logo on all current exhibition pages X

Logo on festival event pages X

Logo in exhibition videos X

Logo in event videos X

Logo on ALL BIMA emails X

Feature story in on BIMA e-news X

Recognition in exhibition and event social media posts X

One dedicated partnership social media post X

Logo on ALL posters, flyers, and ads (size permitting) X

Logo on exhibition openings invitations X

Logo in Exhibition Catalogs X

Logo on exhibition visitor guide X

Ad in BIMA Bash! catalog (full page) X

Logo on sponsor page in BIMA Bash! catalog X

Logo on BIMA Bash! invitation & reminders X

Logo on BIMA Bash! sponsor signs X

Logo in BIMA Bash! slideshows and live auction X

Logo in festival series programs X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium event and exhibition sponsor slides X

Digital ad on Auditorium slideshow X

Acknowledgment at events by emcee

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary tickets to every BIMA event 2

Complimentary tickets to festival receptions 2

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 6

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 10

Reserved parking for BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party 2

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! SATURDAY Live Auction Gala 4

Reserved parking for BIMA Bash! SATURDAY Live Auction Gala 1

Complimentary rental of full museum (catering/bar not included) X

Opportunity to have a booth or table at a BIMA event X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X

Institutional Support
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BIMA Bash!
Art and Experiences Auction Weekend

It’s the liveliest party of the year! The Museum’s largest annual fundraiser, 
BIMA Bash! features two nights of exceptional community support. Friday’s 
Artful Party celebrates art and artists with a dazzling cocktail reception and 
three silent auctions. Saturday’s Gala Dinner showcases both silent and live 
auctions. Each evening is a stand alone event with outstanding catering and 
creative beverages, live music and roving entertainers.

This opportunity puts your business directly in front of BIMA’s most loyal, 
ardent financial supporters, with over 600 guests indulging their passion for  
art and adventure—and most importantly, BIMA—in an unforgettable,  
annual weekend of generosity.

— Contact Erin Ashley at (425) 241-5854 or ErinA@biartmuseum.org —
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RECOGNITION BENEFITS
Platinum 
Sponsor

(1 available)
$20,000

Gold 
Sponsor
$10,000

Silver 
Sponsor
$5,000

Bronze 
Sponsor
$2,500

Logo on BIMA’s homepage with link to your business X

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X

Logo on all event pages X X

Logo in event video X X X

Logo in dedicated event emails X

Feature story in one BIMA e-news X

One dedication partnership social media post X

Ad in BIMA Bash! catalog (full page) X X X

Ad in BIMA Bash! catalog (half page) X

Logo on sponsor page in BIMA Bash! catalog X X X X

Logo on BIMA Bash! Live Auction bid card full side X

Logo on BIMA Bash! Live Auction bid card (bottom ribbon) X

Logo on BIMA Bash! invitation & reminders X X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium specific event slide X X X X

Digital ad on Auditorium slideshow X

Logo on event “welcome” sign at entrance X

Logo on BIMA Bash! sponsor signs X X X X

Logo in BIMA Bash! slideshows and live auction X X X X

Logo projected on wall at BIMA Bash! X X X

Acknowledgment by event emcee X X X X

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 12 8 6 4

Reserved parking spaces for BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party 4 2

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! SATURDAY Live Auction Gala 2 2

Reserved parking spaces for BIMA Bash! SATURDAY Live Auction Gala 1 1

Complimentary rental of full museum (catering/bar not included) X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X X

Platinum Sponsor $20,000 (1 available) 
Gold Sponsor $10,000 
Silver Sponsor $5,000 
Bronze Sponsor $2,500

Institutional Support
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Exhibition Sponsor
Annual Exhibition Sponsor $10,000 
Seasonal Exhibition Sponsor $5,000
Individual Exhibition Sponsor $2,500

BIMA’s mission to inspire curiosity, wonder and understanding by connecting people with the contemporary art 
and craft of the Puget Sound region is brought to life with inspiring, exciting and thought-provoking exhibitions that 
feature recognized masters and emerging artists . BIMA is committed to the acquisition and presentation of works by 
Black artists, Indigenous artists and artists of color . Major exhibitions change three times per year, with 15-20 new 
shows annually. In addition, BIMA offers exhibition-associated tours, artist lectures, films and first-look events. 

There is always something new and exciting to experience in the BIMA galleries. 

An Exhibition Sponsorship receives high-visibility recognition throughout an Exhibition . Your company will be 
showcased before thousands of discerning Museum goers and website visitors. BIMA provides exclusive benefits at 
a variety of levels to support your community engagement initiatives .

RECOGNITION BENEFITS
Annual  

Exhibition 
Sponsor 
$10,000

Seasonal  
Exhibition 

Sponsor
$5,000

Individual 
 Exhibition 

Sponsor
$2,500

Logo on all exhibition pages X X

Logo on specific exhibition page (raised visibility) X

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X X

Logo on specific exhibition homepage hero slider X

Logo in exhibition videos X X X  
(where applicable)

Logo in dedicated exhibition emails X X X

Feature story in one BIMA e-news X

Logo on exhibition posters, flyers, ads, invitations, and visitor guides X X X

Logo in exhibition catalogs (when applicable) X X X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X X X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X X X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium exhibition sponsor slide X X

Digital ad on Auditorium slideshow X

Logo on in-gallery Exhibition sponsors signs X X

Logo on special panel in exhibition gallery X

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 4 per party 4 4

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 4 2 2

Complimentary rental of BIMA Bistro & Auditorium (catering/bar not included) X

Opportunity to have a booth or table at a BIMA event X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X X X

Institutional Support
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RECOGNITION BENEFITS
Presenting 

Sponsor
(1 available)

$10,000

Supporting 
Sponsor

(3 available)
$2,500

Top-level naming rights:
 “BIMA’s Annual Treasure Trek presented by ____________________”

X

Logo on sticker applied to each glass float X

Logo on BIMA’s homepage with link to your business X

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X X

Logo on Treasure Trek homepage hero slider X

Logo on Treasure Trek event pages X X

Logo in dedicated event emails X X

Recognition in event social media posts X

Logo on festival posters, flyers, and ads (size permitting) X X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium Treasure Trek slide X X

Digital ad on Auditorium slideshow X X

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 4 2

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 4 2

Complimentary rental of BIMA Bistro & Auditorium (catering/bar not included) X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X X

Treasure Trek
Presenting Sponsor $10,000 (1 available) 
Supporting Sponsor $2,500 (3 available)

In honor of BIMA’s 10th Anniversary year, the Museum launched the Treasure Trek: A Glass Float Seek-and-Keep 
scavenger hunt that had all of Kitsap County buzzing . Two hundred hand-blown glass orbs were hidden on public lands 
across Kitsap County just waiting to be discovered and treasured by intrepid art lovers . 

The program was such a success that BIMA is making it an annual tradition that gets all of the county engaged in art in 
a fun, new way. Working in partnership with Tacoma youth development non-profit Hilltop Artists, young glassblowers 
create the balls, or “floats” (inspired by the glass fishing net floats used by Japanese fishermen). Floats are hidden in parks, 
on trails and beaches, and other public lands across the county in partnership with Kitsap County Parks Department, City 
of Poulsbo Parks & Recreation, and Bainbridge Island Metro Park & Recreation District. The rules are simple: you find it, 
you keep it—however we ask that finders just keep one.

The Treasure Trek gets the most expansive coverage of BIMA’s programs and is a great way to connect your business 
to arts lovers, outdoor lovers, families, and adventurers across all of Kitsap County and beyond in an event that has the 
whole West Sound buzzing!

   PRISM

Community Programs
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Within/Earshot Jazz Festival
Presenting Sponsor $10,000 (1 available) 
Series Sponsor $3,500 (3 available)
Individual Show Sponsor $1,000 (1 available per show)

Consistently selling out, our Within/Earshot Jazz Festival has been entertaining music lovers for almost as long as BIMA 
has been open . The festival brings the top regional jazz talent to BIMA’s Auditorium for a month-long series including 
5 concerts, 3 presentations, and 4 films, appealing to Bainbridge Island, greater Kitsap County and Seattle-side audiences. 

Sponsor an individual show or sponsor the entire festival. Get you in front of a loyal audience of culture aficionados and the 
opportunity to meet some of the best talent our region has to offer .

RECOGNITION BENEFITS

Presenting 
Sponsor
5 concerts, 

3 presentations, 4 films

(1 available)
$10,000

Series 
Sponsor
5 concerts, 

3 presentations, 4 films

(3 available)
$3,500

Individual Show 
Sponsor

(1 available)
$1,000

Top-level naming rights:
 “Within/Earshot Jazz Festival presented by ____________________”

X

Logo on BIMA’s homepage with link to your business X

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X X

Logo on festival event pages X X

Logo on specific event page (raised visibility) X

Logo in dedicated event emails X X X

Feature story in one BIMA e-news X

Recognition in event social media posts X X

Logo on festival posters, flyers, and ads (size permitting) X X

Ad in festival programs (half page) X X

Logo in festival programs X X

Logo on festival program insert X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X X X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X X X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium festival slide X X X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium specific event slide X

Digital ad on Auditorium slideshow X X X

Logo on stage banner X

Logo on event “welcome” sign at entrance X X X

Acknowledgment by event emcee X X X (specific event)

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary  WEJF tickets 4 (per event) 4 (per event) 4 (specific event)

Complimentary tickets to festival reception 4 4 2

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 4 2 2

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 2 2

Complimentary rental of BIMA Bistro & Auditorium  
(catering/bar not included)

X

Opportunity to have a booth or table at a BIMA event X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X X X

   PRISM

Community Programs
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Snowglobe Winter Music Series
Presenting Sponsor $5,000 (1 available) 
Series Sponsor $2,500 (2 available)
Individual Show Sponsor $750 (2 available per show)

BIMA’s Snowglobe Winter Music Series offers a cornucopia of musical experiences that bring light and joy to Bainbridge 
Island’s dark winter months . From gospel to funk and folk, there’s an experience to appeal to all ages and musical interests . 

Align your business with a feel-good winter festival of music that celebrates the season by sponsoring one show or 
sponsoring them all .

RECOGNITION BENEFITS
Presenting 

Sponsor
(1 available)

$5,000

Series 
Sponsor

(2 available)
$2,500

Individual Show 
Sponsor

(2 available)
$750

Top-level naming rights:
 “Snowglobe Winter Music Series presented by ____________________”

X

Logo on BIMA’s homepage with link to your business X

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X X

Logo on festival event pages X X

Logo on specific event page (raised visibility) X

Logo in dedicated event emails X X X

Feature story in one BIMA e-news X

Recognition in event social media posts X X

Logo on festival posters, flyers, and ads (size permitting) X X

Ad in festival programs (half page) X X

Logo in festival programs X X

Logo on festival program insert X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X X X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X X X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium festival slide X X X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium specific event slide X

Digital ad on Auditorium slideshow X X X

Logo on stage banner X

Logo on event “welcome” sign at entrance X X X

Acknowledgment by event emcee X X X (specific event)

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary  Snowglobe concert tickets 4 (per event) 4 (per event) 4 (specific event)

Complimentary tickets to festival reception 4 4 2

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 4 2 2

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 2 2

Complimentary rental of BIMA Bistro & Auditorium  
(catering/bar not included)

X

Opportunity to have a booth or table at a BIMA event X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X X X

   PRISM

Community Programs
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The Afterparty on First Friday
Annual Presenting Sponsor $7,500 (1 available) 
Series Sponsor $2,500 (3 available)
Individual Event Sponsor $1,000 (2 available per show)

Every First Friday, Bainbridge Island’s downtown comes alive with art and music for the town’s monthly Arts Walk . In 
addition to  the Museum’s galleries, Store, and Bistro being open late, each First Friday includes hands-on arts activities 
and a special group of vendors from Seattle’s Black Love Market popping up . Just as the town begins to wind down, 
BIMA’s stage lights up with The Afterparty, a curated series of concerts featuring the best talent the region has to offer .
If you’re looking to connect your business with an audience that is out for a good time, this is the program to sponsor!

RECOGNITION BENEFITS

Annual  
Presenting 

Sponsor
(1 available)

$7,500

Series 
Sponsor

(3 available)
$2,500

Individual Event 
Sponsor

(2 available)
$1,000

Top-level naming rights:
 “The Afterparty on First Friday presented by ____________________”

X

Logo on BIMA’s homepage with link to your business X

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X X

Logo on series event pages X X

Logo on specific event page (raised visibility) X

Logo in dedicated event emails X X X

Feature story in one BIMA e-news X

Recognition in event social media posts X X

Logo on series posters, flyers, and ads (size permitting) X X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X X X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X X X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium series slide X X X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium specific event slide X

Digital ad on Bistro/Auditorium slideshow X X X

Logo on stage banner X

Logo on event “welcome” sign at entrance X X X

Acknowledgment by event emcee X X X (specific event)

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary  concert tickets to The Afterparty 4 (per event) 4 (per event) 4 (specific event)

Complimentary tickets to series reception 4 4 2

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 4 2 2

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 2 2

Complimentary rental of BIMA Bistro & Auditorium  
(catering/bar not included)

X

Opportunity to have a booth or table at a BIMA event X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X X X

   PRISM

Community Programs
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RECOGNITION BENEFITS Program Sponsor
$1,500

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X

Logo on Market event pages X

Logo in dedicated event emails X

Recognition in event social media posts X

Logo on festival posters, flyers, and ads (size permitting) X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium event slide X

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 2

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 2

Winter Night Market
Program Sponsor  $1,500 

The annual Winter Night Market takes place on the BIMA plaza, filled with lights, entertainment, food and market 
vendors from all over the Pacific Northwest. These two nights light up the holiday season with creative make and 
take activities for all ages, live music and performances, and winter-themed drinks to enjoy in the fire pit zone. Free 
movies and a complimentary photo booth round out the fun inside the Museum where guests can enjoy the latest 
exhibition on display .

The Winter Night Market attracts Seattle and Bainbridge Island visitors to shop and celebrate as night falls in early 
December . All ages attend with a happy focus on families and younger community members . 

   PRISM

Community Programs

Ask about BIMA’s 
Summer Art Market!
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Día de los Muertos
Program Sponsor  $1,500

Since its opening, BIMA has held an annual Día de los Muertos (Day of the Dead) celebration each fall . Centered 
around a week-long public ofrenda (altar) where community members can come to reflect and leave remembrances 
of loved ones they’ve lost, the program has a large-scale, single-day public celebration as well as musical and 
theatrical performances, films, and other events. 

BIMA’s Día de los Muertos celebrations is a perfect way for your business to get in front of a multi-generational 
audience . A central celebration in Mexican culture, the program also serves as a way to give your business visibility 
in the LatinX community with advertising in both English and Spanish .

RECOGNITION BENEFITS Program Sponsor
$1,500

Logo on event pages X

Logo in dedicated event emails X

Recognition in event social media posts X

Logo on event posters, flyers, and ads (Spanish & English) (size permitting) X

Logo in series program (when applicable) X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium program slide X

Logo on stage banner X

Logo on event “welcome” sign at entrance (Spanish & English) X

Acknowledgment by event emcee X

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary program tickets X

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 2

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 2

Opportunity to have a booth or table at a BIMA event X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X

   PRISM

Community Programs
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Cultural Celebrations
Pick One: Pride Month, Black History Month, and more
Program Sponsor  $1,000

Nowhere is “community” more celebrated than at BIMA! Corporate sponsors have the opportunity to support 
one (or more) special events at the Museum . Past celebrations have included Pride Month and Black History 
Month . Each honors excellence and achievement as well as offers opportunities for discussion and learning, as we 
strengthen the community ties that bind us together . 

Each cultural celebration brings a diverse, educated and engaged audience to BIMA . Corporate sponsors who value 
DEI initiatives for their employees, clients and stakeholders will find an excellent marketing opportunity here.

RECOGNITION BENEFITS
Selected 

Program Sponsor
$1,000

Logo on event pages X

Logo in dedicated event emails X

Recognition in event social media posts X

Logo on event posters, flyers, and ads (size permitting) X

Logo in series program (when applicable) X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium program slide X

Logo on stage banner X

Logo on event “welcome” sign at entrance X

Acknowledgment by event emcee X

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary program tickets X

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 2

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 2

Opportunity to have a booth or table at a BIMA event X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X

   PRISM

Community Programs
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Untold Stories
Annual Program Sponsor  $2,500  (3 available) 

Untold Stories uncovers topics that affect our communities today, but can often be overlooked . Taking their cue 
from the Museum’s exhibitions, the series connects audiences and presenters in a uniquely intimate and vulnerable 
way, bridging gaps, opening minds and hearts, and bringing to light the stories that are hidden amongst us .

Untold Stories offers your business the opportunity to get in front of a highly educated and engaged audience 
of change-makers who are actively looking for ways to better our local community and the world . The program 
happens 3 times per year, typically with 3-4 presentations each season .

RECOGNITION BENEFITS
Annual Program Sponsor

(3 available)
$2,500

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X

Logo on series homepage hero slider X

Logo on all event pages X

Logo in dedicated event emails X

Recognition in event social media posts X

Logo on series posters, flyers, and ads (size permitting) X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium event series slides X

Digital ad on Auditorium slideshow X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X

Acknowledgment by event emcee X

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary tickets 4 tickets per presentation

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 4 per party

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 2

Opportunity to have a booth or table at a BIMA event X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X

   PRISM

Community Programs
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smARTfilms
Annual Presenting Sponsor $7,500 (1 available) 
Annual Supporting Sponsor $1,500

BIMA proudly presents smARTfilms - a series of film diverse festivals hosted in BIMA’s intimate 109-seat Buxton 
Auditorium . These series showcase a plethora of themes and genres, from the Frank Buxton Silent Film Festival to 
Manhattan Shorts to featured Within/Earshot Jazz Festival movies, there’s classic comedies, dramatic features, 
documentaries and rare cinematic treats . 

See your logo writ large on BIMA’s 18’ x 10’ movie screen before each presentation as well as with recognition from 
the stage. Align your brand and company with BIMA’s outstanding film series at a variety of levels.

RECOGNITION BENEFITS
Annual Presenting  

Sponsor 
(1 available)

$7,500

Annual Supporting 
Sponsor
$1,500

Top-level naming rights:
 “smARTfilms presented by ____________________”

X

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X X

Logo on series homepage hero slider X

Logo on all event pages X X

Logo in dedicated event emails X X

Recognition in event social media posts X

Logo on series posters, flyers, and ads (size permitting) X X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium event series slides X X

Digital ad on Bistro/Auditorium slideshow X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X X

Logo on event “welcome” sign at entrance X X

Acknowledgment by event emcee X X

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary tickets 4 tickets per film 2 tickets per film

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 4 per party 2 per party

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 2 2

Opportunity to have a booth or table at a BIMA event X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X X

   PRISM

Community Programs
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RECOGNITION BENEFITS

Presenting Program 
Sponsor

(1 available)
$5,000

Supporting  
Program Sponsor

$2,500

Top-level naming rights:
 “Creative Aging presented by ____________________”

X

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X X

Logo on series homepage hero slider X X

Logo on all event pages X X

Logo in dedicated event emails X X

Recognition in event social media posts X X

Logo on series posters, flyers, and ads (size permitting) X X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium event series slides X X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X X

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 6 4 per party

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 6 2

Opportunity to have a booth or table at a BIMA event X X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X X

Creative Aging
Presenting Program Sponsor $5,000 (1 available) 
Supporting Program Sponsor $2,500 

BIMA’s Creative Aging programs exemplify its commitment to prioritize community engagement for individuals in all stages 
of life . Created for elders and their caregivers, Creative Aging offers opportunities for those with early-stage memory loss to 
flex creativity, stay sharp, and to maintain important social connections.

Through generous sponsorship support, BIMA is proud to offer the following at no cost to participants:

• Meet Me At The Movies is an interactive film program that celebrates the ability of film to connect us with our memories.

• Look Again Guided Art Discussions brings together individuals and their care partners for facilitated Museum visits and 
art discussion in a relaxed and welcoming gallery environment .

• Art in Action builds community through free, hands-on art-making activities tailored for people of all ages and skill levels . 

A Creative Aging sponsorship is an impactful way to connect with active elders, their families, and those who engage and 
support them . Your company’s commitment supports a vibrant, all ages, arts and cultural landscape in our region .

Education Programs
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Youth Programs
Field Trips & Summer Camps
Annual Program Sponsor  $2,500  (5 available) 

BIMA actively delivers its artistic vision through a variety of educational programs . In particular, the Museum focuses 
on advancing its multi-pronged educational program through field trips for students throughout the region and summer 
day camps . BIMA’s art-based learning opportunities spark curiosity, foster critical thinking, and bolster creativity . 

Designed to support Washington state and federal learning standards, our free school field trips and educator 
programs provide accessible, high-quality arts education for all learners in Kitsap County and beyond . There is no cost 
for guided field trips, and thanks to sponsors like you, a bus transportation subsidy may be available upon request.

BIMA’s summer camps are a popular “go-to” activity for Bainbridge Island families . Offered at a variety of age ranges 
and interests, these programs engage young artists in themes such as comics, art and environment, bookmaking, and 
architecture . BIMA even offers a week of Spanish dual-language camp . Scholarships made possible through generous 
corporate sponsorship .

Reach hundreds of Bainbridge Island, Kitsap County, and regional families by sponsoring BIMA’s engaging youth 
programs .

RECOGNITION BENEFITS
Annual Program Sponsor

(5 available)
$2,500

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X

Logo on all event pages X

Logo in dedicated event emails X

Recognition in event social media posts X

Logo on series posters, flyers, and ads (size permitting) X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium event series slides X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 4 per party

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 2

Opportunity to have a booth or table at a BIMA event X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X

Education Programs
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RECOGNITION BENEFITS
Annual Program Sponsor

(2 available)
$5,000

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X

Logo on series homepage hero slider X

Logo on all event pages X

Logo in dedicated event emails X

Recognition in event social media posts X

Logo on series posters, flyers, and ads (size permitting) X

Logo in BIMA’s seasonal brochure/mailer X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium event series slides X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 4 per party

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 2

Opportunity to have a booth or table at a BIMA event X

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X

Figure Drawing 
GO Figure! and Drink & Draw
Annual Program Sponsor  $5,000  (2 available) 

BIMA offers a range of opportunities to hone one’s artistic craft or try something new . Participants 
practice drawing skills at weekly GO Figure! life drawing sessions with a live nude model in the BIMA 
classroom . For those who are looking for something less formal, our popular monthly Drink & Draw 
program, hosted right next door by Bainbridge Brewing Alehouse, invites art dabblers to come for a drink 
and stay to draw during a fun, free, clothed-model session open to anyone21+ . Participants work from a 
model, regardless of experience, with all materials provided . 

These longtime BIMA programs invite adults to discover, develop, and celebrate the skills of great artists .

Get in front of a lively, art loving local group with this corporate sponsorship opportunity . 

Education Programs
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RECOGNITION BENEFITS
Annual Party

Sponsor
(3 available)

$3,000

Logo on event pages X

Logo in dedicated exhibition emails X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X

Logo on Bistro/Auditorium event slide X

Digital ad on Bistro/Auditorium slideshow X

Logo on event “welcome” sign at entrance X

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary tickets to Member and Patron parties 4 per party

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 2

Opportunity to have a booth or table at a BIMA event X

Member & Patron Parties
Annual Party Sponsor  $3,000  (3 available) 

Three times a year, BIMA celebrates its 1,300 loyal members with a lively evening of art, culture, local wines 
and catering . Members meet current exhibiting artists and mingle with fellow BIMA patrons during these 
not-to-be-missed sneak peaks at the newest exhibition .

Join the excitement and engage with BIMA’s closely  held art loving community of supporters . Average 
attendance at each party is 200 – 300 guests .

Donor Programs

MEMBERSHIP PARTIES ARE TRULY SPECIAL.  

THEY BRING SO MANY OF US TOGETHER.   

THE ART AND ARTISTS ARE ALWAYS AMAZING,  

THE MUSEUM IS AT ITS FULLEST,  AND THE 

FEELING IS PURE JOY.

— KATHY NIBARGER
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RECOGNITION BENEFITS
Program Sponsor

(3 available)
$3,000

Logo on seasonal sponsor homepage hero slider X

Logo on program pages X

Logo in dedicated program  emails X

Logo and business name in BIMA’s Annual Report to the Community X

Logo on program “welcome” signs at entrance X

Acknowledgment by event emcee X

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS

Complimentary tickets to BIMA Bash! FRIDAY Party and Silent Auction 2

Opportunity to provide approved swag items at a BIMA event X

Circle Membership Program
Program Sponsor  $3,000  (3 available) 

BIMA’s highest level of support is provided by the Circle Membership . Circle Members enjoy all general 
membership benefits as well as an insider’s experience including exclusive invitations to the Curator’s Brunch, 
to artist studio tours and to private collectors’ homes . These members also have the opportunity to join 
once in a lifetime national and international BIMA travel experiences that focus on private art collections 
and unparalleled artist access . Past trips have included Amsterdam, New York, and Los Angeles . The 2024 
international trip will be to London .

The Circle Membership program is made up of BIMA’s most generous private benefactors who are frequent 
world travelers, as well as being collectors and appreciators of fine art.

Donor Programs

CIRCLE MEMBERSHIP OFFERS A UNIQUE 

OPPORTUNITY FOR BEHIND THE SCENES LOOKS 

AT WORLD CLASS ART, TOURS PRIOR TO MUSEUM 

OPENINGS AND AMAZING STUDIO AND HOME 

ART TOURS YOU WILL FIND NOWHERE ELSE.

— SUSANNA DARCY-HENNEMANN 
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BAINBRIDGE ISLAND MUSEUM OF ART IS A CULTURAL ASSET 

THAT PROVIDES COMMUNITY FOR THOSE ON THE ISLAND 

AND THROUGHOUT THE KITSAP PENINSULA. IT IS PERSONALLY 

A FREQUENT DESTINATION OF MINE AND ONE THAT ADDS TO 

THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR ALL IN THE REGION. 

— MICHAEL GREER, ARTSFUND PRESIDENT AND CEO 

Disclaimer: All information, programs, and benefits are subject to change without prior notice.  
For questions, please contact Erin Ashley at (425) 241-5854 or ErinA@biartmuseum.org
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The deep philanthropic generosity of individuals, foundations, small businesses, and 
corporations like yours is what sustains our work and furthers our mission to provide 
access to high quality art and enrichment programs, cultural events, world class 
exhibitions and community connections . BIMA has become the place to connect with 
friends, family, business leaders, and a place for respite, relaxation, and reflection.

We value organizations such as yours, who provide the backbone of our remarkable 
community and believe you’ll find the Bainbridge Island Museum of Art to be the 
HEART of our region . Not to mention contributing to this region’s economic vitality, 
thanks to your participation and involvement .

With your help, we can continue to build upon the decade of successes BIMA has 
made in making this a destination community and by keeping the arts alive and 
thriving in Kitsap County .

Contact Peter Raffa, Development Director at 206-451-4007 for additional 
information about:

• Corporate Matching Gifts

• Planned Gifts

• Volunteer Opportunities

• Art Donations

• General Donations

Other Ways to Invest in BIMA

To make a fully tax-deductible donation, please contact BIMA’s Development Office at 
206-451-4007 with the information below . THANK YOU!

DONATE      [    ] $500      [    ] $1,000      [    ] $2,500      [    ] $5,000      [    ] $________________

Business Name: ____________________________________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________  City, State: ___________________________  ZIP: __________

Name: ________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone: _________________________________  Email: _____________________________________________

SCAN TO DONATE
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WWW.BIARTMUSEUM.ORG

biartmuseumbimuseum.of.art BainbridgeIslandMuseumofArt

BIMA is happy to tailor sponsorship opportunities 
and marketing benefits to meet a company’s 

community engagement and philanthropy goals.
Erin Ashley

Senior Manager, Fundraising & Sponsorship
Office - (206) 451-4013  |  Mobile - (425) 241-5854

ErinA@biartmuseum.org
www.biartmuseum.org/become-a-sponsor
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